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EFFECTS OF SPIN-ORBIT RESONANCE IN STABILITY FOR LOW 
ALTITUDE MARS ORBITS 
Andres Dono and Laura Plice 
Orbit stability has been thoughtfully studied in various celestial bodies. The in-
creasing interest in Mars orbiters brings the question of the likelihood of natural 
decay in low altitude regimes. This paper studies the shape change of low altitude 
Mars orbits by carrying out large sets of numerical high fidelity simulations. Re-
sults showed that various configurations of the orbital elements gave perturbations 
that resulted in unstable orbits. The paper also studies the potential causes of the 
observed unstable regions. We computed theoretical spin-orbit resonances to 
study their implications in the stability at low altitudes. The resonances were 
tested at different initial Longitudes of the Ascending Node (LAN) and orbit in-
clinations to check the potential existence of latitude/longitude implications on 
the stability. 
INTRODUCTION 
Orbit stability represents a major concern for spacecraft mission design. Spacecraft orbiting 
at low altitude are subject to the effects of irregular gravity fields and atmospheric drag. Therefore, 
it is important to address this issue for potential upcoming missions, especially in celestial bodies 
other than Earth that may not be as well characterized since the number of orbiting missions is 
smaller. The Moon is one of the celestial bodies that has attracted most interest over recent years 
due to its chaotic stability environment at low altitudes, caused by uneven distributions or mass 
concentrations, or mascons1 from now on. The lunar PFS-2 orbiter was one of the first man-made 
objects influenced by the effects of non-uniform gravity. During the early stages of the mission, 
the lumpiness of the lunar gravity field severely reshaped the initial orbit of the satellite and led to 
a collision in as short as 35 days after its insertion. Since then, many studies, simulations, and 
theories about lunar orbit stability have been carried out in the literature. Previous work by Folta 
and Quinn (2006)2 performed several orbit propagations to study the evolution of the argument of 
periapsis and eccentricity in polar plots over time, while Plice et al. studied the evolution of these 
elements by using contour plots and heat maps3. Some of these publications successfully identified 
stable regions where the shape of the orbit was not altered sensibly over long periods of time. 
For other objects in the Solar System, previous work addressed the needs of past spacecraft 
mission designs, however, the amount of research done for other planets is not comparable to the 
number of publications that study the stability in lunar orbits. The orbit stability research at Mars 
is not as extensive as in the case of the Moon. Some papers by Alvarellos4and Silva5 studied the 
effects of the mascons in aerostationary orbits, identifying key longitudes where the satellites 
remain more robust to the perturbations. However, there are not many publications addressing the 
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stability at low Martian orbit altitudes. We can leverage the lunar orbit stability research to apply 
similar techniques and studies to the case of Mars. 
Frozen orbits are one of the main research topics regarding stability around a celestial 
body. These characteristic orbits maintain a quasi-stable configuration of the orbital elements. In 
particular, eccentricity, semi-major axis (sma), and argument of periapsis present little or no secu-
lar changes. An extensive effort in the analysis of lunar orbits was carried by Meyer et al., 19946. 
This publication proposed suitable methods for preliminary design level for lunar mission plan-
ning. It included a detailed description of mascons and spherical harmonics models, to compute 
lifetime and stability analysis. More than a decade later, a detailed mathematical analysis of the 
dynamics for low altitude orbits was developed to find critical inclinations at which frozen orbital 
element configurations are obtained (Abad et al., 2009)7. Lara et al., also (2011)8 placed the 
focus in the analytical implications of the irregularities of the lunar gravity field. In paral-
lel, Ely et al.9, found that low inclination orbits have an extreme variability in their evolution, 
while for nearly polar inclinations, there are simultaneous secular and libration behaviors (Ely et 
al., 2009).  
 
Phase plots constitute the classical method to study these orbits. They observe the evolution over 
a lunar sidereal period. Folta et al. 2006 employed this approach and plotted the signatures 
of short period variations in both the eccentricity and the argument of periapsis. Frozen 
orbits were also found at different initial conditions. Furthermore, findings show that for every 
lunar sidereal period of 27.32 days; the motion of the eccentricity versus the argument of periap-
sis repeats. This evolution also encircles a point on the polar plot, and for a fixed configuration of 
semi-major axis and inclination, the pattern is independent of the initial values of eccentricity and 
argument of periapsis as part of the translation theorem. The magnitudes of those elements vary 
while the shape and evolution remains nearly identical (Beckman et al., 2007). Semrud et al, 2009 
investigated polar plots of the evolution of eccentricity and argument of periapsis in order to find 
a stationary point around these elements revolves.  
 
Another effort to find stable orbits was performed by Ramanan et al., 200510. They studied the 
impact of inclination on orbital lifetime for low altitude lunar orbits. They propagated a baseline 
orbit, with an initial altitude of 100 km, at different initial inclinations and at a fixed RAAN. The 
results presented the existence of various inclination windows that showed instability, at which 
the orbit lifetime was severely shorter compared to more stable inclination regions. In their analy-
sis, two gravity models provided comparable results: LP100J and LUN60D. According to their 
model, an inclination of 95 degrees gives a maximum decay in the periapsis altitude of only 26 
km in two years, while at 11 degrees, the orbital lifetime reaches its minimum of 16 days. For 
these unstable orbits, even if the sma remains nearly constant, the drastic change in eccentricity 
accelerates the decay of the spacecraft []. 
Most studies suggest that the main cause of such unstable regions encountered by low 
altitude orbiters are the mascons in the crust of the celestial body of study. In addition to that, for 
fast spin bodies such as Mars, orbit stability may be affected by spin-orbit resonance effects. Some 
publications have studied the implications of spin-orbit resonances, especially on repeating ground 
tracks for geodetic applications. Repeating ground tracks imply that the satellite passes occur only 
at particular longitudes, and therefore the effects of the mascons may be enhanced or diminished, 
depending on the situation. In particular, previous work from He and Huang (2015)11 analyzed the 
existing low ‘number' resonances in the Mars case. This, together with the mascon influence in 
Low Mars Orbits (LMO) may cause severe instabilities for certain orbital element configurations. 
In the case of Mars, the most recent gravity models, developed with data acquired from the Mars 
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Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) have improved significantly the accuracy of the propagation. Since 
Mars is becoming a target for upcoming missions, it is fundamental to address the challenges the 
orbiting satellites face, including a potential correlation between resonance and stability. 
Our goal in this paper is to study the stability of low altitude Martian orbits, to determine 
the effects of the spin-orbit resonance in those orbits, and to identify potential unstable orbital 
element configurations that should be avoided as part of the mission design. This paper presents a 
detailed and comprehensive study of the orbital stability of the red planet, including an analysis of 
the influence of the spin-orbit resonance in the orbit lifetime. The first section places the focus on 
Mars spin-orbit resonances. We applied known computational methods based on the literature to 
find theoretical resonances at Mars, to compare them with the results from numerical orbit 
propagation in the results. The second section focusses on the assumptions used for this analysis, 
including the applied gravity field in the simulation, the orbital elements range, and the tools and 
software utilized. In the third section, we present the results of the numerical propagations of a 
large set of initial orbital element configurations, which are grouped in initial orbit inclinations. In 
the fourth section, we introduce an introductory analysis of slightly elliptical orbits, which will be 
an emphasis in future work. Finally, in section five, we draw some conclusions based on the 
obtained numerical data. 
SPIN-ORBIT RESONANCE 
Resonance is a common phenomenon in nature. Sometimes resonance can involve destabilizing 
behavior. For instance, when two bodies have their orbital period correlated by a ratio of two small 
integers, they are in orbital resonance, the bodies exchange momentum and shift their orbits until 
the resonance that caused that is no longer present. In some particular cases, a resonant system can 
correct itself and remain stable, keeping that configuration. We can find resonance in co-orbiting 
bodies such in the Jovian system or when a spacecraft orbits the Earth and is in resonance with the 
Moon.  
Spin-orbit resonances slightly differ from that idea since the planet rotation is involved. It is 
also a well-known research topic, especially for Earth orbiting satellites. There are several applica-
tions that rely on spin-orbit resonance, such as precise gravity recovery measurements and geodesy 
(Klokočník et al., 2012)12. The resonance is defined as the ratio of two co-prime integers that cor-
respond to the number of passes completed per rotation of a celestial body. According to Wagner, 
Gooding and Allan13, a satellite is in orbital resonance with a rotating body when it performs 𝛽 
revolutions, or beta from now on, over 𝛼 rotations, or alpha. This occurs in the presence of a pre-
cessing orbit mainly caused by the zonal harmonic, J2. The analytical derivation of the spin-orbit 
resonance effect has been carried out by several previous publications. Reigber, 1989, stipulated 
that resonance occurs when the derivative of the resonance angle,𝜙𝛽/𝛼, introduced by Gooding and 
King-Hele, 198914, is negligible or singular. Translated in mathematical terms: 
ϕ̇𝛽/𝛼 = 𝛼(?̇? + 𝑛 + ?̇?) + 𝛽(Ω̇ − ?̇?) ≈  𝛼𝑛 −  𝛽?̇?                                 (1) 
where n is the mean motion, ?̇? is the mean angular rate of rotation of the celestial body, ?̇? is 
the time derivative of the traditional M0 in Kepler’s equation, i.e., the mean anomaly at epoch 
such that M = σ + nt, and ?̇? and Ω̇ are the secular rates of the argument of periapsis and the Right 
Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) respectively. The linear variation with time of the or-
bital elements are known and represented as follows: (Kaula, 1966)15.  
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For nearly circular orbits where we can neglect the terms in e2, and after applying the condi-
tion for resonance we get  
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Since we have the mean motion in both sides of the equation, and even a which is also related 
to it by Kepler’s third law, we need to solve this equation iteratively. We followed the same pro-
cedure as in Klokočník et al., 200316, where they start by considering an initial estimate of  in the 
form of just 𝑛′ =  
𝛽
𝛼
?̇?, and then they perform another iteration to place the previous result for a 
and n’. This solution is only accurate to first order in J2, however it is sufficient to find resonant 
regions of interest that can be further studied by numerical integration simulations, being that the 
approach we take in this paper. 
Klokočník et al, 2003, also pointed out the issue of considering the orbital elements in the 
equations above as mean elements rather than osculating elements, which are subject to the La-
grange Planetary Equations (LPE). In the resonance context, the choice for utilizing mean ele-
ments is of particular importance since each osculating element of the LPE for a particular term 
of the geopotential can lead to many terms in the integrated result. While most of these terms are 
short periodic (they vary with M), some other can also be secular. Certain orbits may, for some of 
the orbital elements, give short periodic terms that yield also long periods, defining the phenome-
non of near resonance (Klokočník et al., 2003). In this paper, we compute the resonances based 
in the intuitive time-averaged semimajor axis or a’’. This formulation of the mean semimajor axis 
was used by Brouwer and differs from other derivations introduced for instance by Kozai, where 
he introduced the term ak, where the time averaged value of the residual 𝒓 − ?̅? is zero to first or-
der. Our semimajor axis value, 𝑎′′ , is then defined by Equation 7. 
𝑎′′ = 𝑎′(1 + 
2
3
𝐽2𝐹) 
Where the quantity F is the product of three factors defined by three main mean elements, a, e 
and I, as seen in Equation 8. 
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The same derivation can be utilized for distinct celestial bodies by applying the right constant 
terms. For the case of Mars we selected 7.088e-5 rad/s for the rotation rate, and equatorial radius 
of 3396.2 km, a gravitational parameter of 4.282e13 m/s2 and 1960.45e-6 for J2. He and Huang, 
2015 also applied this technique to find orbit resonances at Mars, although they used a different 
iterative method to find relevant semimajor axis values, and they focused on nearly circular 
nearly polar orbits first and highly elliptical orbits later. Their approach was to investigate the res-
onance framework at Mars to enable gravity recovery missions, since they stipulated that the ab-
sence of resonance implies little contributions to the orbital perturbations by some high degree 
and order coefficients (He and Huang, 2015). 
We applied the method explained above to orbits with different inclinations: 0, 30, 60, and 90 
degrees. This procedure helped us to find the right region where the lowest resonances remain in 
terms of planet rotations, since it is easier to study ground tracks. For those, we placed our focus 
on the 14:1 and 13:1 cases because they give some of the lowest altitudes for single planet rota-
tion resonances. After doing this, we ran numerical simulations around those regions to study the 
effects on orbit stability by looking at the results of the propagation. Figure 1 shows the spin-orbit 
resonance plots for spacecraft in the inclinations of interest and at low semimajor axis values. The 
horizontal axis in the plot is the number of rotation, or alpha, and the vertical axis in the plot is 
the time-averaged semimajor axis, a’’, previously introduced. The numbers to the right of each 
case correspond to the beta value, or the number of passes, i.e., ground tracks. We will use these 
values to find resonant orbits around the theoretical time-averaged semimajor axis, a’’. Since we 
cannot input the mean sma in our model and only initial values, we would approximate our 
numerical propagation by introducing an initial sma that is close enough to the values computed 
analytically. After that we will run large propagation sets of initial conditions above and below 
the analytical value, with just 1 km step, in order to cover the whole region and to observe the 
over-resonance and the under-resonance, as well as the transition from the studied resonance to 
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other higher orders where the effects in stability are not as prominent as in the low resonance 
regime. 
 
 
Figure 1: Spin-orbit resonance plots for a circular Mars orbiting satellite. The images rep-
resent 0, 30, 60 and 90 deg inclined orbits respectively from top left to bottom right, and for 
equivalent altitudes from 30 to 1000 km. The mean semimajor axis for each case can be found 
in the y-axis, the number of rotations, or alpha, in the x-axis, and the number of passes, or 
beta, next to each data point. 
 
To visualize the effects of a changing inclination for an analytically computed low resonant orbit, 
we calculated the semimajor axes for the 11:1, 12:1, 13:1, and 14:1 resonances, at all initial incli-
nations with a 1 deg step. Figure 2 shows the results of this analysis, as well as the case of interest, 
14:1 resonance, separately. In this figure, for a 14:1 resonance, the difference in mean semimajor 
axis from an equatorial to a polar orbit is around 70 km. Therefore, some initial altitudes may have 
a low resonance for certain inclinations but not for others. 
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Figure 2: Difference of sma depending on the initial inclination for low rotation spin-or-
bit resonances with Mars circular orbits. To the left, 11:1, 12:1, 13:1, and 14:1 resonances 
plotted all together. To the left, the case of interest, 14:1 resonance. The sma difference can 
be as high as 70 km depending on the chosen inclination. 
 
Our method consists on studying the decay of the orbits around the low resonances of interest to 
observe any potential correlation between the two phenomena. Some of these low resonances cor-
respond to sma values that are impractical for mission design purposes due to severe atmospheric 
drag. However they are interesting since the potential effects of the mascons in the decay may be 
more pronounced and easier to distinguish. Therefore, although we are aware of the impractical-
ity, and due to the choice of an absent atmospheric model in our simulations, we consider them in 
our analysis.   
We group the simulations in subsets categorized by the initial inclination, which at the same time 
will indicate the semimajor axis values where those resonances exist. Hence, for each selected in-
clination, the sma values will be different according to Figures 1 and 2. Our main finding is that 
the mean semimajor axis values that correspond to low spin-orbit resonances imply greater orbit 
instability than higher order resonances. Therefore, orbits that have that mean semimajor axis are 
at a higher risk of severe decay. The cause of that effect may have different origins. We theorize 
that frequent repeating ground tracks over large mascons can cause higher gravity accelerations, 
perturbed the orbit more significantly leading to a faster and more sensible decay. These mascons 
would affect the orbit at the beginning tremendously, especially at lower altitudes, such in a way 
that could lead to a surface impact or ,depending on the ballistic coefficient, make the satellite 
pass through high drag areas that over time can also imply a crash with the Mars surface. The 
idea is therefore to run numerical orbit propagations that correspond to low alpha resonances, 
where only a planet rotation occurs. After that, we store the evolution of the orbital elements and 
compute the minimum altitude achieved to see how much the orbit was perturbed over a certain 
time period. Once we identify initial configurations that lead to the worst cases, we check if initial 
LANs correspond to repeating ground tracks over certain known mascons, according to previous 
publications regarding the Mars gravity field (Konopliv et al.). 
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The resonance state is temporary and evolves naturally (Klockonick et al., 2003). A spacecraft 
in orbit may start at a specific resonance when it gets inserted in the right initial orbit parameters, 
and then pass through it to another resonance order. The time that takes to happen may depend on 
how tightly the resonance begins.  Another explanation could be an effect of how well aligned the 
passes may be with large mascons. Especially in the cases where the satellite is passing repeatedly 
over larger mascons at low altitudes, the orbit may get more perturbed than in cases where the same 
resonance is achieved, but the satellite avoids them. This means that the orbit will be temporarily 
in the resonance state that was first inserted into but will morph to other resonance states later since 
the orbit is being perturbed severely, i.e., eccentricity is growing and AOP is drifting. Therefore, 
for mission applications with requirements to pass over certain regions repeatedly, orbit mainte-
nance may be needed. In addition, significant altitude drops may also require maneuvers due to 
severe atmospheric drag acting on the spacecraft. In our simulations we are not considering atmos-
pheric drag, but if the orbit altitude decays to values under 200 km, the effects of atmospheric drag 
at Mars are stronger and a collision may occur sooner or later, depending on the ballistic coefficient 
of the spacecraft. 
 
SIMULATIONS AND METHOD 
We carried out large sets of numerical orbit propagations. The approach was to take different 
altitude regimes where the smallest beta/alpha ratios were present, and at different inclinations. We 
placed our focus in nearly circular orbits at selected inclinations to utilize the equations presented 
in the previous section, and to not consider the effects of different initial values for the argument 
of periapsis (AOP).  
We chose the MRO110C gravity model (Konopliv et al, 2016), with 70x70 harmonics. Since 
we are studying only the effects of the gravity field on very low orbits, we have not included any 
atmospheric model in the integration, nor solar radiation pressure effects. The influence of third 
body effects from Phobos and Deimos in low altitude orbits is almost negligible for this case, alt-
hough it was considered in the propagator. The main regions of interest were chosen at four partic-
ular inclinations: 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. The idea is to study if there is any influence of the 
latitude of the mascons by running these orbit inclinations. Each simulation set was studied around 
a mean semimajor axis that corresponds to a low number resonance and a low geodetic altitude 
(since the orbit are nearly circular), to study potential stability threats or surface impact. For the 
case of Mars, and for low initial altitudes of 50-1000 km, the lowest existing resonances are 14:1, 
13:1, 12:1, and 11:1, when considering only one planet rotation, i.e., alpha equal to one. We focused 
on only one planet rotation to simplify the analysis, since it is more intuitive to find trends in the 
location of the passes and the density of the ground tracks in that scenario, especially at the begin-
ning of the propagation. 
The simulations used semimajor axis steps of 1 km for a particular region of interest and for 
each inclination. For all cases, the LAN increments were 5 or 10 deg to cover a reasonable amount 
of initial longitudes around the planet. The AOP is not defined for circular orbits, so once the per-
turbations start to act on the satellite and the orbit shape starts to change as the eccentricity grows, 
the AOP validity starts to appear. We decided to add an almost negligible eccentricity of 0.0001 at 
the beginning of the propagation to keep an initially defined AOP at 270 deg, i.e., around the South 
Pole, to maintain a similar scenario and maintain consistency among the studied orbits. Later, we 
ran preliminary investigations of eccentric orbits that revealed that periapsis located the South Pole 
represents the most stable configuration, for more information refer to Future work section. For all 
our simulations we always started at a true anomaly of 0 deg. To compute the LAN, we created a 
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custom angle, which is independent of the epoch, as opposed to the RAAN parameter. The LAN 
was defined as the dihedral angle between a line of nodes vector and the X axis vector of the Mars 
Fixed reference system, about the Z axis vector of the same reference system.  
With resonance phenomena as the cause of the repeating ground tracks, the idea is to study the 
effects of resonance in the overall orbit stability. Typically, as seen in previous lunar orbit stability 
work, perturbations from irregular gravity fields cause the orbits to morph in shape and have an 
eccentricity drift that has a periodic nature in the case of stable orbits, or decays to impact in the 
case of unstable orbits. Therefore, the eccentricity oscillates in amplitude in a particular period of 
time, unless the propagation is too much altered, leading to impact. We run the simulations for 180 
days which is a sufficient time to observe most of the eccentricity oscillation periods, while saving 
computational time over lengthy durations. For each orbit, we aim to find a characteristic minimum 
altitude achieved that corresponds to a periodic and local maximum of the eccentricity in the overall 
orbit. Longer propagations would give similar minimum altitudes achieved due to the periodic be-
havior, unless the local maximum of the eccentricity, or minimum value of the altitude of periapsis, 
is still not found, which could happen for some cases. For those, still the minimum value of the 
altitude presented in our graph would be representative of an extreme case where the altitude drops 
significantly. 
Although not proven yet, the premise is that the satellites, when present in a resonance region, 
have repeating ground tracks that depending on the initial insertion configuration, may be above 
regions where the mass concentrations, are more prominent, or the opposite, regions where their 
absence also causes anomalies in the gravity field. Konopliv et al., studied the different gravity 
influences depending on the latitude and longitude regions, creating a detailed field map that can 
be seen in Figure 4. They used 2 years of tracking data collection obtained from the Mars Recog-
naisance Orbiter (MRO), which allowed them to improve significantly the global gravity field at 
Mars. Further work that included the entire MGS radio tracking data, as well as the Mars Odissey 
orbiter and MRO data was performed to create the MRO110C gravity model in 2012, which we 
use in this paper.   
 
 
Figure 4: Heatmap for the Mars acceleration. These two plots were originally presented 
in Konopliv et al., 2010. The plots represent the surface gravity anomalies to degree and order 
90 with the MRO110B2 gravity model. Our analysis uses the newer MRO110C and we run 
propagation at a higher reference altitude. However, these plots help us to identify mascons 
locations such as Olympus Mons and Tharsis volcanoes Pavonis, Arsia and Ascraeus Mons 
(bottom image). Valles Marineris presents the minimum acceleration at -658 mGals in this 
model, which also affects the propagation. Image credits: Konopliv et al., 201017. 
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This heat map show where the largest mascons are located and their influence in the geopoten-
tial. The regions around Olympus Mons and Tharsis Montes are especially conflicting since they 
present some of the highest accelerations. Also, for higher latitudes or inclinations, the near polar 
region between -150 and -60 deg longitude, as well as the region around the Hellas Planitia, show 
some negative acceleration that can also affect the orbit stability. An important thing to note is that 
the conflicting regions, while being mostly below 30 deg latitude, does not directly translate in 
orbits with equal or lower inclination than that to be very affected. Orbits with even higher inclina-
tions have the capability to go over two or more of this conflicting regions due to the shape of the 
ground tracks which would be more tilt, in a way that the orbit may even pass over the whole 
problematic Tharsis region in the same pass, which will be repeated and therefore generating im-
portant instabilities.  
 
RESULTS 
Initial Survey 
We started our simulations with a general set of orbit propagations for different inclinations, to 
look for potential trends that we could identify in advance. To identify bounding cases, we ran two 
extremes of inclination: 0, and 90 degrees. For each one we propagated a total of six different initial 
circular altitudes, ranging from 50 to 200 km in steps of 25 km, and in LAN steps of 30 deg. Our 
approach is to study the stability by plotting the minimum altitude achieved during the propagation, 
for which we took a time step of 60 seconds to compute. 
By definition, equatorial orbits do not have a defined LAN. However, perturbations and reso-
nant effects are still present and the orbit slightly decays. This is similar to what happens to areo-
stationary orbits, where where J2 causes a sma oscillation that leads to a periodic motion around a 
stable point (Colella et al., 2017)18. Figure 5 shows a representative low, equatorial orbit where the 
altitude of periapsis evolution follows a periodic motion, starting at  nearly zero eccentricity, i.e., 
periapsis and apoapsis at almost identical values, and following an uptrend until getting back to 
zero again.  
In contrast, polar orbits showed an interesting behavior, where for certain altitudes, there was a 
dependency on LAN. One may think the smallest altitudes, in the absence of an atmospheric model 
in the simulation, would yield the most decay due to their higher proximity to the mascons. How-
ever, in our survey, we found the highest decay with respect to the initial altitude at 125 km and 
not at lower values such as 50 or 100 km. According to the analytical resonance calculations, this 
would correspond to a region around the 14:1 resonance for that particular inclination, which would 
explain this behavior and the LAN dependency. Figure 6 shows the typical periodic behavior found 
in perturbed but stable orbits, as well as the eccentricity growth and extreme orbit reshaping found 
in unstable orbits. A first look identifies the existence of conflicting initial altitudes (or sma, since 
we are considering circular orbits) that involves a dependency on the initial LAN, possibly due to 
the existence of larger mascons at those longitudes. 
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Figure 5: Altitude of periapsis evolution of an initial equatorial circular orbit around the 
13:1 resonance region for that inclination. The perturbations act in the satellite causing a 
small eccentricity variation that makes the satellite entering a periodic oscillation. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Results of the wide survey for a circular and polar orbit at different initial alti-
tudes or sma. In the upper left plot, we can see how for non-low-resonant orbits, the decay 
dependency on the LAN is almost negligible, while for a low-resonant orbit, 14:1 in this case, 
the effects are noticeable. The upper right picture corresponds to the altitude of periap-
sis/apoapsis evolution of a stable initially 200 km circular orbit at 0 LAN. The bottom left plot 
shows the case of an unstable for an initially 125 km circular orbit at 300 deg LAN, there we 
can appreciate the growth in eccentricity that creates the instability and eventual impact, at 
about 75 days. Lastly in the bottom right, we see the actual eccentricity evolution plot of the 
former orbit.  
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Circular Orbit Inclination Studies 
After we identified the existence of a potential correlation between the sma values that corre-
spond to low-alpha resonances and a higher decay in general, we proceeded to explore in more 
detail the trade space by studying the LAN dependency at different inclinations. We carried out 
simulations by choosing LANs from 0 to 360 deg, with 5 or 10 deg step. We ran those cases for 
multiple altitude regimes, following always the theoretical resonance altitudes found analytically. 
We chose the lowest alpha resonance, equal to one rotation, for ease of illustration of the repeating 
ground tracks. As said before, in all this analysis, the initial AOP is set to 270 deg, which together 
with a true anomaly of 0 deg, means that we start at periapsis and at the south pole in our nearly 
circular orbits with 0.0001 eccentricity. Therefore, we need to take into account that the initial 
altitudes account for the smaller polar radius rather than the traditional equatorial radius of 3396.2 
km previously introduced. 
We started out at 30 deg inclination, at which some of the ground tracks pass over latitudes of 
where the most prominent mascons are located, according to Figure 4. We ran initial altitudes rang-
ing from 235 km to 245 km, where a 13:1 resonance is located for circular orbits at 30 deg. Figure 
7 shows equivalent results at different scales. The plot on the left shows a larger perspective in 
which the overall decay is not significant nor extremely dependent on LAN, even at this resonance 
region, while the picture on the right shows a close up plot of the same data, in which some very 
minor LAN dependencies are distinguishable. 
 
Figure 7: Minimum altitude results of the resonance altitude region around 260 km for 
nearly circular orbits and 30 degrees of inclination, which corresponds to a 13:1 resonance. 
On the left side, an overall perspective that shows the results from 0 km to 250 km. On the 
right side, a close up image to see the LAN dependency. 
A potential explanation of not having strong decays is that while some main mascons may be 
within 30 deg latitude such as Olympus Mons, the orbit inclination implies ground tracks that are 
not sufficiently tilt to pass right above them or a combination of them. That, combined with a 
slightly higher altitude, could be the cause of a smaller decay compared to the higher inclination 
cases. At 60 degrees inclination instead, some high elevation regions such as the Tharsis Montes, 
composed by the Arsia, Pavonis, and Ascraeus Mons, can be crossed entirely, during the same pass. 
According to the analytical calculations, the 14:1 resonance for a 60 deg inclined circular orbit 
is between 60-80 km altitudes. Figure 8 shows four plots that correspond to 1 km increments of 
altitude in this range, including cases affected by resonance and others not affected by it. We found 
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that in the low-alpha-resonance region, the orbits become very chaotic, to a point that it is difficult 
to distinguish a pattern that can lead to some generally stable LAN values. The sensitivity is so 
great that just 2 deg LAN difference in the initial insertion may lead to a stable orbit as compared 
to an impact case. Once we are out of the chaotic region, the orbit behavior seems to be more 
predictable, the perturbations still act on the satellite propagation but there is no risk of impact 
(without atmospheric drag), even for orbits that start at lower altitudes, as seen in the first upper 
plot in Figure 8. 
Another interesting point is that the peaks and depths in the plots align themselves due to the 
existence of repeating ground tracks, since we are dealing with a resonant region of 14:1 where it 
involves just one rotation. If we divide the spheroid of Mars in 14 different initial LANs that are 
equivalent, the result would be a 25.71 deg step. For cases sufficiently close but still outside the 
low-alpha resonance region, some initial LANs give similar or almost identical results in terms of 
minimum altitude than their counterparts that started the propagation at approximately 25.71 deg 
away in terms of LAN. These orbits may be placed in a higher order resonance regime, however, 
some of them may start still with ground tracks spaced similarly to the 14:1 resonance until they 
complete the higher order beta/alpha ratios. Since the actual resonance is higher, and the ground 
tracks eventually achieved more coverage after some planet rotations, the shape of the orbit does 
not get as much perturbed. This scenario can be found in the initially circular 75-80 km region in 
Figure 8, where we can see a LAN equivalence spaced in 14 distinguishable peaks. Figure 9 shows 
in two plots the 13:1 resonance region results for a 60 deg nearly circular orbit. In those plots we 
can corroborate how even at higher altitudes, which are more pertained for actual mission design, 
the resonance effects in stability are present. 
 
 
Figure 8: Minimum altitude achieved plots in 180 days for a variety of initial semimajor 
axis and for an initially 60 deg circular orbit inclination. The plots are distributed in groups 
to see the chaotic behavior presented at initial sma that correspond to a 14:1 resonance. In 
some of those cases, for particular LANs, the satellite even crashes. For cases outside the low 
resonance, orbits are stable for any LAN, even at lower initially circular altitudes such as 60 
km, in the upper left. 
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Figure 9: Minimum altitude plots for a region surrounding a 13:1 resonance at 60 deg 
inclination for a nearly circular orbit. The plots show the higher decay of the initial sma or 
altitude values when the low-alpha resonance is present as compared to other bounding cases, 
at 260 or 270 km where the decay is more controlled. 
The sensitivity to orbit insertion in the low-alpha resonant states is very high, implying impact 
or stable orbits for differences in the initial LAN as low as a few degrees. For example, for an 
initially circular 67 km altitude, and at an initial LAN of 148 deg we get an impact case while just 
by moving one degree the initial LAN to 147 deg, we get a more sustainable orbit. This could be 
explained by studying the repeating ground tracks. When the orbit passes very close or right above 
large mascons, the orbit is more perturbed and quickly loses the initial low resonance state. There-
fore, it has that state for several passes until leading to a decay in altitude that in some cases results 
in an impact. Then it is important to remember that the resonant state is temporary as the orbit gets 
perturbed and the spacecraft may move to other higher order resonances. The amount of time in-
volved in this process may depend on how much the orbit is perturbed by having the repeating-
ground tracks aligned with the mascons or not. 
 That is possibly the most intuitive explanation. However, when we look at the ground tracks, 
we can observe, as in Figure 10, that some impact cases do not actually even hit the largest mascons 
nor they lose significantly the initial low-alpha resonant state. Therefore, a further more detailed 
study is required to analyze the causes of the relationship between the orbit decay and the low 
resonance regimes at low altitudes. In this paper, our initial conclusion is that we cannot rely on 
low resonant orbits without maintenance at these low altitudes since precisions in the order of a 
few degrees in the LAN insertion are hard to achieve in terms of maneuver and orbit determination 
accuracies. 
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Figure 10: Ground tracks for an initially 3463.2 km semimajor axis, 0.0001 eccentricity, 
60 degrees inclination, and 58 deg of LAN. The orbit impacts with the surface after 148 days. 
The 14:1 resonance is quite preserved during that period of time as seen in the plot. In this 
case, the repeating ground tracks do not pass significantly above the highest acceleration 
mascons located at Olympus Mons and Tharsis Montes. They pass over Hellas Planitia in-
stead, which may be a cause for the decay. 
 
Lastly, we placed our focus again in polar orbits. They are of significant interest due to their capa-
bility to potentially achieve global coverage. Because of this, resonance is relevant since missions 
with a global coverage requirement need to avoid repeating ground tracks in the low-alpha reso-
nance regime. At the same time, they are also important since they enable the study of all the mas-
con regions around the planet. We focused on values around the semimajor axis we found in our 
initial survey, which for a circular orbit would be an equivalent 125 km altitude, or a 14:1 reso-
nance. Therefore, we ran a subset of cases from 110 to 140 km altitude, all at 90 degrees, to observe 
the whole region around this low-alpha resonance. Figure 11 shows the results from that analysis 
where we can distinguish a similar effect, perhaps even more chaotic, compared to the 60 deg 
inclination case exposed in Figure 8.  
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When the satellite is located at a sma value that corresponds to the low-alpha resonance, the orbit 
decay is significantly more unstable than at higher order resonances. For polar orbits, satellites also 
have the capability to pass over areas with a significant acceleration gradient. In particular, at the 
north pole, according to the heat map from Figure 4 there are extensive regions with negative ac-
celeration, which may be combined with repeating passes over high positive acceleration mascons, 
potentially causing a disruption in terms of stability. We chose one particular case to illustrate the 
ground track behavior over time. Figure 12 shows an initially circular polar orbit at 124 km initial 
altitude, and the ground track plots at 10, 90, and 141.8 days, at which the case impact the surface 
of Mars. The orbit corresponds to a 120 deg LAN. The resonance, as commented before, is not 
perfect unless maintained with correction maneuvers and it drifts after a period of time. Therefore 
the density of the ground tracks gets reduced and eventually the satellite may move to another 
resonance state, which would be generally of higher order, allowing the spacecraft to achieve more 
coverage if the lifetime mission is sufficiently long.  In this case, the orbit starts at an accurate 14:1 
resonance, with a small drift after 90 days. Eventually, the 14:1 resonant state is practically mor-
phed to a higher order right before the orbit impacts the surface of Mars at 141.8 days. 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Minimum altitude results for an initially near circular polar orbit for altitudes 
around a low-alpha resonance of 14:1. In the first plot in the top left, the effects of the low-
alpha resonance start to be noticeable at 120 km. The top right and bottom left images show 
the chaotic environment caused by hitting the 14:1 resonance, leading to great instability 
which is dependent on the initial LAN. The last image, on the bottom right shows how by 
inserting a spacecraft outside the low-alpha resonance altitude region, the orbit is stable with 
a small variance of minimum altitude achieved depending on the initial LAN. AOP was set 
initially to 270 deg with a nearly circular orbit with 0.0001 eccentricity.  
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Figure 12: Ground track evolution at 10, 90, and final impact at 141.8 days for an initially 
nearly circular polar orbit at 124 km. The orbit reshaping is significant as seen in the last 
bottom right image, making the eccentricity grow in size until achieving a final impact. 
 
ELLIPTICAL ORBITS AND FUTURE WORK 
The study of the same correlation between low-alpha resonances and stability for elliptical orbits 
is very interesting. He et al., 2015 previously studied the analytical spin-orbit resonance 
formulation of Highly Elliptic Orbits at Mars. Since the orbits have a non-negligible eccentricity, 
the terms in e in Equation 5 cannot be ignored, and the theoretical resonances change. Also, the 
argument of periapsis adds a new degree of freedom that needs to be further studied. Future work 
on elliptical orbits is fundamental to know more about the causes of the link between the two 
phenomena. We present a preliminary analysis in this section of some elliptical orbit cases. For 
investigations involving argument of periapsis, we use a visual tool that takes into consideration 
this new dimension. The initial AOP will play a significant role, as the LAN did in the circular orbit 
simulations. 
Figure 13 introduces a graphical approach following the method in Plice & Craychee (2011).  The 
graph represents a conceptual design space covering the range of orientations for the line of nodes 
and the line of apsides.  All combinations of LAN and AOP have the same values of a’’, e, and i, 
respectively 3512 km, 0.005, and 85 degrees for the example in Figure 14.  This a, e, i set produces 
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14:1 resonance for some combinations of LAN and AOP, e.g. 0, 0 degrees, but not for all cases in 
the grid. 
The heat map color codes take the LAN and AOP axis values as the initial conditions and portray 
the delta in periapsis altitude from the initial state to the minimum value within the specified 
duration, in this case 80.65 Mars sols.  While tightly resonant cases experience significant 
instability, in line with the reinforcement hypothesis presented earlier, higher order resonances can 
produce quasi-stable patterns.  Non-resonant cases exhibit attributes of frozen orbits and appear in 
the white band at 270 deg argument of periapsis. The most pronounced orbital decay occurs in 
cases with the periapsis near the equator. 
 
Figure 13: Graphical approach for representing gravitational perturbations in eccen-
tricity and orientation, with repeating cycles of LAN overlaid.  The most pronounced decay 
occurs when the initial conditions orient the periapsis near the equator, while placement of 
the periapsis near the south pole can exhibit frozen orbit characteristics. 
The trend layer overlay on the heatmap depicts the net change in the orientations of the line of 
nodes and the line of apsides from the initial states to the end of the period of interest.  Orange dots 
show the initial conditions evenly located on an 8 x 8 grid.  Each line segment ends with a black 
“X,” positioned according to the final LAN, AoP conditions at the selected stop time.  Isolated 
orange dots represent cases where impact occurred during the selected timespan.  With Mars’ high 
rotation rate (compared to Luna) the 80.65 sol time interval allows the value of the LAN parameter 
to encompass all longitudes many times.  When the combined influence of the orbit period and 
nodal precession produces repeated ground tracks over the planet surface, the orange line segments 
take vertical slope (not shown), however not all members of the grid exhibit resonance and the x-
dimension offset in endpoint can identify non-resonant cases.  Figure 15 captures the convergence 
of all cases in the example toward placement of the periapsis near Mars’ south pole, thus portraying 
the apsidal precession effect of gravitational perturbations. 
While the orbits under study have altitudes too low for practical mission applications, further 
research may reveal similar patterns associated with higher altitude alpha=1 resonance.  In this 
initial investigation, we focus on three comparison cases, all with initial LAN value of 0 degrees:  
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initial AoP values of 0, 90, and 270 degrees.  Figure 15 shows the dramatic differences in altitude 
outcomes from positioning the initial periapsis in the three example positions.  The previous figure 
used just over 80 Mars sols to depict complete altitude decay in the AoP = 0 deg case, near-
minimum altitude value in the AoP = 90 deg case, stability in the AoP = 270 deg case, and the 
ground track repetition pattern. 
 
Figure 14: Altitude history comparison of three LAN, AoP initial condition pairs:  decay 
to impact at 0, 0 deg, quasi-stable behavior at 0, 90 deg, and frozen orbit at 0, 270 deg. 
At LAN and AoP initial values of 0 deg, the orbit begins with a resonant pattern and decays to 
impact relatively quickly.  At initial LAN of 0 deg with initial AoP at 90 deg, the orbit shows 
periodic cycles that persist for at least one Earth year.  We believe this to be an example of higher 
order resonance influences.   At initial LAN of 0 deg and initial AoP of 270 deg, the orbit displays 
frozen altitude and orientation for at least one Earth year. Figure XX illustrates 180 Earth days of 
the three cases representing different regimes of perturbed motion. 
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Figure 15: Further comparison of three LAN, AoP initial condition pairs showing frozen 
orbit stability with non-repeating ground tracks, quasi-stable cyclic patterns believed to as-
sociate with high alpha resonance, and severe instability in correlation with re. 
CONCLUSION 
We studied the stability effects that spin-orbit resonances create in low altitude orbits. We 
started out by applying the resonance theory to the Mars environment to create beta/alpha, i.e., 
passes per rotation, plots according to a set of initial inclinations and semimajor axes. Those maps 
helped us to identify initial orbit sizes where low resonant orbits were present. We chose these 
regions since their easy identification helps us to study in more detail the outcome of a satellite in 
these orbits, by analyzing a manageable number of repeating ground tracks that can be observed to 
see if there are mascons that are directly perturbing the orbit stability severe by changing its shape. 
For convenience, we focused our efforts in the 14:1 and 13:1 resonances since correspond to 
the lowest altitudes with only one planet rotation for all the inclinations of interest. After identifying 
those starting altitudes through mathematical formulation, we ran the regions that were around that 
particular resonance to study the behavior at different starting LANs. Our unit of measurement was 
to look at the minimum altitude achieved in 180 days, to see if by choosing different LANs, the 
effects were different due to the existence of known mascons in Mars, especially in regions such 
as Olympus Mons or Tharsis. 
We found that for relevant inclinations that allow the ground tracks to pass well above those 
regions, the orbit is severely perturbed, in some cases leading to a collision. Due to the chaotic 
environment, the LAN study didn’t give safe or unsafe regions for stable orbits since the sensitivity 
is too high and in some cases differences of just a deg in LAN at the moment of insertion can 
become critical. Especially at 60 and 90 deg inclination, the ground tracks allow the spacecraft to 
cover repeatedly regions with a significantly higher acceleration than the rest of the planet, as found 
in previous Mars gravitational studies. If the orbit starts out in a low resonance that ensures several 
initial passes on those regions, the orbit is quickly perturbed, modifying its shape, jumping to other 
resonances and even crashing in some cases. If the initial LAN ensures that the satellite does not 
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pass over those problematic regions, the orbit may maintain the low resonance for a while until 
smaller mascons slowly also alter it, but it may become stable for a while. 
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